Professor Ge Jianxiong 葛剑雄
Director of Fudan University Library, Shanghai, China

Professor Ge is director of Fudan University Library and Professor and former director (1996-2007) of Institute of Chinese Historical Geography at Fudan University (founded in 1905), one of the top universities in China. He is currently chairman of the Historical Geography Committee of the Geography Society of China, vice chairman of the Qin-Han History Research Society of China, vice chairman of the History Society of Shanghai, member of China’s National Committee for the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programs, and member of the Social Sciences Committee in the National Ministry of Education. Prof. Ge is also a renowned public intellectual in China and his essays and interviews frequently appear in major newspapers and TV stations. From Dec. 2004 to Jan. 2005, he was selected as one of the three humanists to join the seventeenth Chinese expedition in Antarctica.

"Historical Maps in China: From Tradition to Digitalization"

Monday, October 22, 2007
3:30-5 PM
Special Collections, Room 205C
The University of Arizona Libraries
Corner of University Boulevard and Cherry Avenue
Hourly pay parking is available in the Cherry Avenue Garage

For directions please call (520) 621-6423
View an online map at http://www.library.arizona.edu/about/locations/index.html

Sponsored by Department of East Asian Studies, The College of Humanities, and The University of Arizona Library